
ADMITTEDLY, I WAS SKEPTICAL

that the U.S. Federal Reserve
would pull through with a mas-
sive QE3 program in September.

I took advantage of the summer
rally, but my thoughts going into
September were to sell some equi-
ties and reduce risk, which I did in
the portfolios that I manage.

The Fed’s decision on when to
introduce quantitative easing, or
QE3, was a wildcard that I felt
should be played conservatively.
The logic behind my decision to
hold some cash was based on the
prior pattern by the Fed to stimu-

late the economy in October or
November.

This stimulus activity in the
heart of autumn is exactly what
occurred over the previous three
programs (QE1, QE2 and Opera-
tion Twist). But for QE3, howev-
er, the Fed introduced a massive
mortgage-buying program in
mid-September. My conservative
strategy has me eating a bit of
humble pie right now, but better
safe than sorry.

The positive impact of a QE
program on stock prices is indis-
putable. The chart on the following
page is one that I’ve posted on my
blog (www.smartbounce.ca) in the
past. Note that the “law of dimin-
ishing returns” seems to have
taken place over each QE program.

Stock markets rallied for about
13 months and 70 per cent thanks
to QE1 (March 2009 - April 2010),
then for 10 months and 30 per cent
courtesy of QE2 (June 2010 -

April 2011), then f inally six
months with a 25 per cent rise and
a nod to Operation Twist (October
2010 - April 2012).

Each rally has produced lower
gains over a shorter period. The
lead-in to the current QE3 pro-
gram has already resulted in a dou-
ble-digit gain from June of this
year. The question is: will the mar-
ket continue on a strong path – and
if so, for how long? I should men-
tion that the one difference with
the current program is the open-
ended nature of QE3 – it (theoreti-
cally) can continue indefinitely
under the guidance of the Fed.

I often say to investors that it’s
never wise to "fight the Fed." With
QE3 in place, markets will rise.
The initial excitement of the pro-
gram may drive things up for a
few more months, or perhaps only
a few more weeks – who knows?
For now, I will maintain and even
add to my equity holdings. I will,
however, maintain a sharp eye on
the technical trends for any sign of
an end to this rising trend.

It is my opinion it may termi-
nate, in fact, when the S&P500
reaches its twice-failed highs of
1550, give or take a few points.
One could say that the hour is get-
ting late for this party, but there is
still time for one last dance. 

LEADING SECTORS

Currently, there are a few sec-
tors that stand out. Investors are
wise to buy those securities that
have the best chance for upside
from a technical, seasonal and fun-
damental valuation perspective.

Good bets for the last market
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hurrah are the technology, materi-
als, Canadian banks, and con-
sumer discretionary sectors. 

Seasonally, the technology sec-
tor often begins its strongest
moves from early August, ending
in late January or so. Holiday gift
giving, trade shows and the intro-
duction of the newest gadgets
from your favorite technology
companies come on full force
during this time period.

Stick with the U.S. large caps this
year, such as Apple (NASDAQ-
APPL, $667.10). Or, buy the sector
through the Technology SPDR
ETF (NYSE-XLK, $30.83).

Consumer discretionary stocks
tend to rally during the same sea-
sonal period as technology stocks.
Holiday gift giving and a “risk-
on” appetite by investors drive
money into these stocks. 

I like McDonalds Corpora-
tion (NYSE-MCD, $91.75)
within this group. Its strong
franchisee profitability gives its
franchise system a greater abili-
ty to offer value with platforms
like its extra value menu, dollar
menu and small change menu, to
name a few. As well, the compa-
ny’s solid f inancial  posit ion
allows i t  to remain a leader
despite consumer weakness. The
stock has been in a strong
uptrend since 2003 and looks to
be touching its trendline right
now – a good place to buy. You

can also own the Consumer
Discretionary SPDR ETF
(NYSE-XLY, $46.77).

I bought the Canadian banks
back in August after the sector
exhibited what appeared to be a
classic technical formation known
as a "base breakout." I still like
the sector, which I own through
the BMO Equal Weight Banks
ETF (TSX-ZEB, $17.50).

This sector usually does quite
well from now until December,
and I may consider adding more
to this ETF or to individual
banks. I currently hold National
Bank of Canada (TSX-NA,
$74.40), but don’t harbour nega-
tive feelings towards any of the
stocks in this sector. They all pay
a nice dividend (typically three
to four per cent) and all offer
upside potential.  What more
could you ask for?

Lastly, as a “risk-on” play, take
a look at the materials sector.
There is more volatility com-
pared to the market in this sector
(aka “higher beta”) but if the
QE3 rally continues, materials
will be the place to be. A nice
base formation for the sector
occurred over the summer, and it
took off as the QE rally began.
Base metal and gold miners make
up this index.

Rather than play an individual
stock, I’m a little more comfort-
able with the iShares S&P TSX

Capped Materials Index Fund
(TSX-XMA, $19.11). Look for a
rally out until January, or until the
quantitative easing ends.

Play the rally for all its worth,
but keep an eye on your holdings.
The global market continues to
display trends of weakening
growth, which implies that, if not
for the QE programs in North
America and Europe, markets
might already be moving into a
new bear market.

A return to reality after the
current euphoria surrounding
QE3 and its equivalent European
balance-sheet expanding pro-
grams wears off will spell trouble
for stock market investors. Trade
accordingly. ▼
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